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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE NUCLEAR'REGULATORY COM'<ISSION

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY Docket No. 50-2750L

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit 1)

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206, on behalf of the San Luis Obispo Mothers f'r Peace

(Mothers), the Christie Institute, Critical Mass, Environmental Action (EA),

Fri'ends of the Earth (FOC), Fund for Constitutional Government (FCG), and the

Nuclear Information and Resource Service, the Government Accountability Project

(GAP) of the Institute for Policy Studies petitions the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion (NRC or Coamission) to defer any decisions on whether to grant a low-power

operating license to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant {Diablo Canyon or

DCPP) until completion of--
(1) a comprehensive, third party reinspection program of all safety-related

construction in the plant, with full authority by the independent organization to
identify, recomnend and monitor corrective action on any nonconforming condition

. that deviates from 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
or plant specifications. The reinspection should be prefaced by a comprehensive
review of all potential quality-related documentation, regardless of its formal
status under the licensee Pacific Gas and Electric's (PGEE) program; including,
but not limited to, Descrepant Condition Notices'(DCN) and Discrepancy Reports
(DR) that were not processed as Nonconformance Reports {NCR) —in which quality
assurance (gA) violations may have been disclosed; and all records concerning the
Pipe Support Design Tolerance Clarification (PSDTC) or "guick Fix" program -- in
which. nonconforming conditions from construction installation were recorded;

'

(2) an independent audit of design quality assurance, including the
reliability of conclusions from remedial design verification programs imposed
since 1981 such as the seismic design revie~, as well as the reliability of
calculations and conclusions from the current as-built program at the plant;

(3) expansion of the sample program in the seismic design review to cover
100» of relevant, safety-related installations;

(4 ) implementation of definitive correction action to eliminate the design
flaw which has twice led to spurious suction valve closures and damage to the
Residual Hat Removal (RHR) pumps at Diablo Canyon during the last three years.



(5) development of a full factual record on PGKE's character and competence
to'perate the Diablo Cahyon nuclear power plant, including--

(a) a management audit by an independent organization, and

(b) publication of a report by the HRC Office of Investigations (OI)
following a full investigation to determine the causes of construction and

design gA violations at Diablo Canyon, including issues such as harassment
and retaliation, subordination of quality assurance to cost and scheduling
concerns, destruction of records and false .statements, and deliberate
violations of the Atomic Energy Act;

(6) a full program of public participation for the selection and oversight
of independent organizations described in El-3 above, including NRC review and

approval of independent organizations; from nominations sutmitted..by. either PGEE

or any interested member of the public, and creation of a public'oversight
committee consisting of equal representation by state and local representatives
and the intervenors, with the authority to obtain all requested information and

to conduct legislative-style public oversight hearings. l/

.I. BACKGROUND

On February 2, 1984, on behalf of the Mothers for Peace, GAP sutmitted a

petition under 10 CFR 2.206 (February 2 petition) requesting similar remedies

to those described above. The February 2 petition was based on 170 allegations

from interviews with 21 Diablo Canyon, whistleblowers, along with six supporting

affidavits and related documentation;, This petition incorporates by reference

the February 2 record and should be read in conjunction with the initial petition.

This petition contains allegations 171-300. The text of the February 2 petition

is enclosed as Attachment 1, along wi'th an errata sheet describing minor typo-

graphical and editing corrections.

The current petition is based on'he original 170 allegations, as well as an

additional 129 allegations based on docmnentary evidence, interviews with nine

additional Diablo Canyon whistleblowers, and
l

part of its ongoing investigation. Eight of
t

the plant. As a result of the new evidence,
I

have been supplemented with additional, more

five affidavits obtained by GAP as

the nine new witnesses still work at

the original requested remedies

specific necessary relief.

Petitioners request this extraordi'nary degree of public participation, because the .

public oversight provisions in the Comnission's 1981 order to verify Diablo Cany

design failed to prevent such abuses as 'retaliation, records destruction, manipu
tion of engineering calculations and widespread errors that compromise the
reliability of the results. Since the previous public participation safeguards were

ineffective, .petitioners believe timey must be strengthened.
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During the last month a number of concerned nationai organizations have

reviewed the February 2 petition. The seven listed organizations are jo'ining the

Bothers for Peace in their legal initiatives, because of the scope and nature of

the threat to public health and safety if the allegations are substantiated.

Further, there is deep concern that in order to avoid interfering with PG&E's

schedule, the Comnission may permit Diablo Canyon to go critical by sacrificing

the NRC's 1981 order for design verification, NRC standards enforced at other

plants for construction quality assurance, and the Commission's precedents for

organizational character and competence. Petitioners emphasize that the issues

raised below are allegations, not facts. But they are serious and supported by

credible evidence. They must be resolved before the plant goes critical

II. CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE BREAKDOWN

A. ~Mel din

Pith a few exceptions, from the onset of construction Pullman's structural

steel welding program essentially has been uncontrolled, in violation of quality

assurance requirements. The welding program is a microcosm of the Diablo Canyon

quality assurance breakdown. The techniques to circumvent QA included unqualified

welders; unqualified welding procedures; use of welding procedures so irrelevant for

the assigned work that; in effect, safety-related welding was widely conducted with-

out the required administrative review or distribution; falsification of records;

failure to process and/or take adequate corrective action on internal reports of the

violations; and harassment and intimidation of QA personnel who identified and

attempted to obtain corrective action against the violations. The abuses occurred ..

both during original construction, and during the current modification prompted by

the Bechtel/PGEE seismic design review program. (See February 2 petition, allega-

tions 1-57.) The allegations below supplement those presented on February 2.

If a significant portion of the allegations listed in the combined petition are

accurate,- according to legal precedent the Commission must defer any operating licens



decision until ccmpletion of a valid reinspection program.. The point'f the

allegations is that the quality of Diablo Canyon is indeterminate. Under those

circumstances, an operating license cannot be legally issued. CcQeonwealth

Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units'42), LBP-94-2 NRC

. (January 13, 1984) (Initial Decision); Union Electric Co. (Calloway Plant,

Unit 1), ALAB-740,17'NRC {September 14, 1993). The appropriate remedy

would be a comprehensive reinspection, of all safety-related work. Cincinnati

Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), Order to
Show Cause, CLI-82-33, 16 NRC 1489.

171. Pullman does not comply with AMS conventions for the use of symbols in

engineering drawings that refer to weld grinding. For example, in 1982 Pullman's

QA/QC Manager Harold Karner told ohe of his QC inspectors to ignore the AMS

"break in arrow" convention that indicates which side of a weld fit-up is supposed

to be "chamfered", or ground down, before being welded. (See February 25, 1984

affidavit from an anonymous — former Pullman QC inspector, enclosed as Attach-2/

ment 2, p. 3 and Exhibit 2.)

172. Pullman management instructed inspectors to violate contract specifica-

tions for traceability of welds. For example, in a July 15, 1982 memorandum,

Pu'llman QA/QC Manager Harold- Karner states that a practice is acceptable if it
isn't specifically prohibited by Pullman's ESD engineering specifications, the

installation procedures. As a result, since the relevant ESD does not reflect

the PG&E specifications prohibiting identification stamping on the weld itself,
Karner concluded that it was acceptable. (Id., p. 4 and Exhibit 3.) This practice

can introduce residual stresses on the welding and lead to cracks.

All witnesses in this disclosure except Mr. Charles Stokes agreed to suhmit
affidavits on the condition that their identities and identifying characterist cs
be deleted from the public record . After obtaining appropriate confidentiality
reassurances, counsel will submit uncensored copies of their statement to the N tai
Consistent with the initial petition, all attachments except for the February
t'ion are beinQ SUEAiitted separately'o the staff for it's determination of
appropriate release.



173. Ih November 1981 PGEE als,o accepted out-of-codd'~practices when PGIE

official Robert Torstrom overruled an inspector who found that engineering

drawings specified a weld not recognized by AMS. The drawing called for a fillet
weld. Due to the fitup angle for the weld, however, AMS does not credit it as

a fillet weld. Instead, contrary to the design, the weld can only be considered

as a part'ial penetration groove weld. In this instance, Karner backed the

inspector, but Hr. Torstrcm blocked corrective action with the unexplained

conclusion that there was "no need" for it. {Id., p. 5 and Exhibit 4.)

174. A February 21, 1984 PGEE memorandum institutionalized the above viola«

tion, by stripping Pullman gC inspectors of the organizational freedom to apply

corrective action for weld symbol deficiencies on previously-accepted wor .k.

That authority was reserved for PGKE construction department preinspection field

engineers. (See February 26, 1984 anonymous affidavit, enclosed as Attachment 3,

p. 11.)~~ ~

175. The effects of not following AMS instructions can be illustrated

through undersized welds for important safety-related stud welding on the contain-

ment liner. Contrary to the AMS requirements in design commitments, a field

engineer observed that the welds did not have the full throat filled in. ASNE

weld criteria had been substituted for that AMS requirement, without evidence

of destructive testing to prove that these welds were still acceptable. (-Jd.,

at p. 4.)

176. There was also a significant impact on weld quality from Pullman's

failure to properly qualify a welding procedure as required by AMS, when contrary

to code provisions copper backing strips were inserted behind certain welds.

Another witness described how the deficiency led to lack of fusion and cracked

welds, due to "intergranular" copper contamination. (Attachment 2, p. 5.)
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177. Although an inspector described the above problem and sugge'sted that

Pullman should properly qualify the procedure to make these welds, Pullman

management took no corrective action. (Id'p 5 )

178. Harold Karner reprimanded the inspector and threatened him with

"disciplinary action". when he continued to press his concern by mentioning it to

~ Pullman's internal auditor, who considered the matter legitimate, and serious

enough to include in his Internal Audit 832. At the time, the inspector concluded

that "Karner didn't want to know about any problems that might be serious." (Id.,

p. 5.) (See also, February 2 petition, Attachment 2, pp. 3-13, for a description

.of management's refusal to respond to Internal Audit 832.)

179. Two weeks later, Karner fired the inspector who had pressed the issue.

(Id', p. 5.)

180. On December 28, 1983, Pullman modified installation procedure ESD-223

»- which also provides the acceptance criteria for gC inspectors —by adding

the following provision: D. For existing ins.allations, welding which was

performed but was not required as part of the design is acceptable . . ."

(See ESD-223, "Installation and Inspection of Pipe Supports," enclosed as Attach-

ment 4, at pp. I, Y and 46.) This practice can create unaccounted residual stress

on the corresponding pipe support. (Infra, at p. 26.)

181. On December 28, 1983, Pullman also amended ESD-223 with the following

provision: "E. For existing .installations, welding which was not performed but

was required as part of the design is acceptable." {Id.) This waiver suggests

that faulty welds also would be acceptble, since they could be sacrificed entirely.

In other words, ~an thin that does (or does not) exist is acceptable. This

procedure revision suggests that quality assurance standards are not just deter-

iorating; they have collapsed. ESD-223 governs safety-related pipe hangers

throughout the plant.
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182. Both amendments were made with the full knowledge of PGKE, pursuant to
'I

a December 9, 1983 meeting between Pullman and PG5E. (Id., p. 11.) The excuse

offered for accepting these deviations from design was that through "as-built"

drawings, further engineering analysis could determine whether the original design

requirements were necessary. (Id., p. 46.) The excuse cannot wash. Valid 9C

inspection criteria are one mandatory step among many required for a minimum

quality assurance program, They should not be sacrificed because of another.

independently-required safeguard. Second, the as-built reviews themselves are

of questionable reliability. 'Infra, p. 19.)

183. In 1981 PGKE neutralized a corrective action program by accepting welds

that failed an NT (magnetic particle) test, based on results from previously-

discredited tests that had accepted the same welds. The current selec or switch

on a testing machine had erroneously been installed backwards, to r'un at alter-

nating current (AC) rather than on direct current (DC). AC, unlike DC, cannot

detect subsurface cracks. Pullman and PGKE both require the use of DC for this

reason. After 80 welds had been approved with the machine in an AC mode, the

problem was discovered. Mhen a sample of eight erroneous1y approved welds were

retested, three fai'led because of subsurface flaws. Nonetheless, PGKE directed

Pullman to accept these three welds, based on the earlier inadequate approvals

with AC. (Attachment 2, pp. 9-10 an Kxhibits 15-19.) One such weld had "linear

indications"', suggesting possible cracks, as long as 3 inches. (Id., Exhibits

17 and 19.)

184. In the same. case, PGAE directed Pullman to accept welds that had never

been properly .tested. Rather than retesting the remainder of the 80 welds that

had been erroneously accepted using an improper testing method, ?CKE di rected Pullnan

to accept all of them without retesting, based on the AC tests. The reason PG&E



gave for this was the cryptic statement that "the ability of DC to detect sub-

surface defects is limited in our configurations." (Id., Exhibit 18.) As

described above, PG&E offered his excuse in spite of the fact that a retest with

DC had failed more than a third of the sample, a, result that- PG&E's Torstrom

called "inconclusive." (Id., p. 10 and Exhibit 18.)
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185. Melding procedures are not applied consistently because most welders

do not have copies 'of the welding procedures, such as ESD-223, that they are

expected to follow. (See February 8, 1984, affidavit of Charles Stokes,

enclosed as Attachment 7, p. 8.)

186. The craft's ignorance of installation procedures was due to deliberate

management policy. As Ar. Stokes explained, he knew of one "welder's helper

/ who 7 did have a bootleg. copy of a procedure, but he told me not to tell anyone

because he was afraid of being fired." (Id., p. 8.)

187. Hr. Karner prohibited gC personnel from researching the carbon content

in A-490 bol ts, which .was necessary to evaluate whether the field practice of tack-

welding those bolts was proper. Rr. Karner's position was that checking

specifications was not part of an inspector's job, and that, in effect, inspectors

should stay where they belong. (Attachnent 2, p. 13.)
'I

B. Generic Breakdown in Naterial Control and Haintenance

Use of the wrong materials seriously compromised the Diablo Canyon welding

program. Unfortunately, this same violation may be generic and leave the quality

of all construction indeterminate. The practi ces involved purchasi,ng the wrong

material for the job, and sacrificing material traceability -- the equivalent of

a metallurgical medical history that describes the material properties, and

identifies 'both where it came from and where it has been installed in the plant--

through the simple trick of declaring that safety-related hardware does not

affect safety. (See February 2 petition, allegations 105-09.)

The allegations below suggest that deficient practices have
continued'hrough

December 1983, at least. Similarly, the new evidence suggests that the

quality of materials may have deteriorated further due to improper maintenance

a'fter they arrived on-site, through abuses such as the use of safety-related
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plates for'temporary "roads" on top of trenches. Construction crews drove heavy

equipment over the plates. QA management winked at the practice.

188". In 1982 Hr. terner fired an inspector ($ 179.~so ra I who had protested

that.certain welds were not adequately prepared. for magnetic particle testing.

To illustrate the problem, despite claims on the paperwork, paint covering the

welds was not fully removed. (Id., pp. 13-14, and Exhibits 23 and 24.) When

the inspector noted that the deficiency would hinder his ability to inspect

properly he was confronted by his own leadman, the other inspectors'eadman, a

QC supervisor, and Karner himself. Within two weeks Nr. Karner fired the

~ inspector. (Id., p. 14.)

189. Harassment of this individual did not stop after he was fired as a

QC inspector, but continued in 1983 when he attempted to obtain a job as a welder.

During the welding test, someone twice tampered with

increasingthe amperage. This made it more difficult
obtained a QC inspector to watch the welding machine

pass, the welder passed the test. (Idee p. 14.)

his welding machine by

to weld. After the witness

untiE he finished the root

1 90e After passing the test and coming to work as a welder, the same

individual was transferred, on the same day as Harold Hudson, a pipe fitter
who formerly was Pullman's Internal Auditor, to a fab,ication shop where the

I

decision to transfer workers is usually made by the Foreman or General Foreman.

This decision was not made by either, and presumably came from management

officials. ( Id., p. 14.)

191. On January 13, 1 984, this individual was laid off, along with his job

partner, Nr. Hudson, the day after Hudson finished a two-month series of dis-

closures to the HRC. Contrary to usual procedures, their foreman was not allowed

to retain them and lay off others. Pullman's Project Manyger explicitly vetoed



the foreman's request to keep this individual.
< ty

(rd., p. 15.)

192. PGKE may have received large quantities of stain.e~ ~ less steel that are out

rchase orderof compliance with the relevant codes, due to a December 9, 1983 pur

speci ying af that materials received for use at Diablo must have a minimum carbon

content of .04. (See January, an23 1984 nonymous affidavit, enclosed as Attachment

5 pp 7.-8 and Exhibit 8.) This specification should have limiteited carbon contentpe

( d 7 ) The vendor had an incentive to take advantageto a maximum of .04. (I ., p.

of this error, because high-carbon stainless stee pel is chea er to manufacture than

low-carbon stainless. ( ., p., a(Id 8 and transcript of January 5, 1984 meeting with

48 51 3~
NRC inspectors (hereinafter "NRC Interview Transcript") at p. 48-51.—

h arbon stainless steel in welded193. The safety significance of using high-carb

applications is t a i incrth t t increases the likelihood that carbide precipitation will

cause the we e Joinld d t to lose its corrosion resistance an d not last as long as

the requirements referenced in the Final Safety Analy p .. hsis Re ort. (Id.) The

t d that this problem had occurred at the Sanwitness who raised this i ssue state a

Onofre plant, an a o ed ll f th high-carbon stainless steel had to be replaced

NRC Interviewafter only a few years o servif ice because of extensive corrosion. (

Transcript, p. 52.)

194. To date management has not responded toed to internal protest of .the error

uirements for the amount of carbon in stainlessreversing maximum and minimum requiremen s or

8 ) The time log would be understandable, exceptsteel. (Attachment 5, at p. .) e

that PGImE claims the plant's ready to operate.

t nt "b d"195. In November 1981 PGEE's General Construction Department "borrowed

1 1 t cant to be used by Pullman, for pipe supports, andthree Class One steel plates, mean

instead used them improperly to cover a trench so that q pm. e ui ent could be driven

over them. (Attachment 2, p. 6.)
'RCsea for ublic disclosure because tne 4This transcript is not here releaseo or pu

already'as a tape recording.
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196. After an-inspector rejected these plates for Cl'ass One us'e because of
I

their improper use as a temporary "road", Pullman gA/gC Manager Karner convinced

him to accept them anyway on grounds that the plates', "were probably not injured."

.(Id., p. 7.) That standard of quality is not sufficiently reliable for protection'f materials with the highest safety classification on-site.

C. Generic Breakdown in Disclosure S stem for A Violations .

On tune 24, 1983, the NRC staff issued a Notice of Violation to PG5E for

taking almost five months to-notify the NRC through issuance of a Nonconformance

Report (NCR) that an inspection had'ound ten welds whose quality could not be

verified as required. Under contract specifications, the condition should have

been reported to the NRC within 24 .hours. The staff routinely could have issued

similar Notices of Violat'ion, because the practice was routine. Through a

gauntlet of interim reports and required approvals, the Pullman gA program is

structured to inherently block or delay disclosure to the NRC of nonconforming

conditions. Mhen internal disclosures survived the formal institutional

roadblocks, managers took another approach: "void" the reports and throw them

in the trash. In most cases this was unnecessary, because training for repor.ing

violations was deficient. Not all inspectors were even informed of their right

to .issue NCR's, or where the forms are located. (See February 2 petition,

allegations 120-25.)

The new evidence summarized below suggests that abuses of the reporting

process have continued thr ough 1983. The new allegations also suggest certain

new techniques to avoid accountability -- sitting on reports for a year or longer,

ignoring them forever, and rewriting reports by censoring them without the

originator's consent.

197. Pullman's gA Manager Harold Karner waited more than a year, from Novemb>

1981 to December 1982, to respond to a Descrepant Condition Notice (DCN), and
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then responded with an unexplained, misleading assertion. An inspector had

written a DCN, because unmarked tools were being used on stainless steel work.

This practice violated procedures that require specially-marked, "separate tools

for stainless work, so as not to contaminate the stainless steel with carbon

ichsteel.". (Attachment 2, p. 11.) After waiting more than a year, during whic

th t "thetime he fired the inspector, Karner dispositioned the DCN by asserting that

inspector in charge of the work" had verified use of the proper tools. The

inspector who raised the issue had not changed his mind; and Karner did not

identify any new inspector assigned to the DCN or the process used to verify

21acceptability of an unmarked tool a year later. (Id., p. 11 and Exhibit .)

198. Management did not even permit the original inspector to temporarily

halt the abuse described above. Mhen he put a hold tag on the stainless steel

work performed with unmarked tools, his leadman immediately "demanded to know

whether I knew what I was doing, and ordered him to remove the hold tag.

(Id., p. 11.)

199. In the summer of 1982, the same inspector raised but never received a

response to a memorandum asking Nr. Karner about a potentially widespread problem

with baseplates that are mounted over concrete with voids. '
The ins ector believed

that the voids could affect the strength of the bearing surface for the baseplates.

(Id., p. 12 and Exhibit 22.)

200. ter. Karner completely rewrote a Discrepancy Report that a gC inspector

submitted on studs made from unqualified materials that were welded on the
* containment liner and.elsewhere. Nr. Karner censored the DR to remove all

references to two of the three unqualified materials Pull'man had used -- A-108

and A-307 material. In effect, two-thirds of the proposed DR improperly was

verbally dispositioned. (Id., p. 7.)
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202. On December 12, 1983, PG5E's Nr. C. Braf rebuked PCillman's QC

representative in strong language, asserting that QC was "wasting time" in noting

that shop-drilled holes did not match the design drawing, because the vendors

"have their own QA/QC program and accepted the materials for shippment /sic7
to Diablo Canyon." This rebuke was instead of a reply on the merits to the

legitimate question raised. (See December 9, 1983 Memoranda, and December 12,

1983 Reply, enclosed as Attachment 6.) The brush-off also is suspect, because

Pullman inspectors have been reporting QC violations since 1979 on purchases from

the same vendors, Bostrom-Bergen and American Bridge, including welds so "pathetic"

that they rip the inspectors'lothes. (See February 2 Petition, pp. 24-6.)—4/

D. Absence of Quality Control Covera e

Mhile there was only spotty or unreliable QC coverage for welding at Diablo

Canyon, there was no quality control for paint and other protective coating

according to a painter on-site. 0
203. Faulty quality-control for paint and other protective coverings can

affect the safety of the plant. The use of improper paint or the correct paint

under improper conditions can defeat the original purpose of the covering, such

as rust protection of carbon steel components. (See February 6, 1984 Interview

Report with an anonymous Diablo Canyon painter enclosed as Attachment 8, p. 2.)

204. QA violations fo rpaint also have spillover effects on other safety-related

work. For example, in a radioactive area, if the wrong paint is used, or if the

proper paint is improperly applied, it may chip off. This can interfere with

the proper working of other safety systems. Nuclear reactors require a clean

environment to run. Further, paint chips from a radioactive area can help spread

This allegation also suggests that the
December 12, 1983, at PGSE's insistence.

vendor QA breakdown persisted through
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radjoactiv'ity to other equipment'and to people. (Id, p. 2.)

205. Until December 1983, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) had no quality

control (gC) program of any kind for at least the previous five years to insure

the quality of paint and other protective coating at Diablo Canyon. Diablo

Canyon may, in fact, be the only plant in the nation with no gC for paint . An

NRC inspector informed PGKE officials in December of 1983 that Diablo Canyon was

the only such plant. This problem was discovered late in December of 1983,when NRC

inspectors inspected the General Construction (GC) paint department which

inspects the painting and'insulation .work of contractors, originally the H.P.

Foley Company and now Bechtel, and which should have had a gC program.

(Id., p. 1 . )

206. The discovery-was also made in December of 1983 that the plant specifi-

cations used by the paint foreman did not conform to the specifications maintained

by the records department of GC. When an NRC inspector reviewed the specifica.ions

that the foreman said he had relied on, the inspector discovered that they.

conflicted with what the inspector had been told by the records department. (Id.)

207. Corrective action for the paint gC violations had been prospective only.

In the wake of the NRC discovery, management has belatedly begun to use a Daily

Paint Report to record various data that can affect the ability of protective

coatings to perform their safety-related functions, including the temperature

and wetness. of the surface that was coated, the preparation of the surface, the

type of protective coating applied, the manufacturer, the method of application,

the thickness of the coating, etc. This program should. be applied retroactively

to all safety-related painting. (Id.)

208. Because of the failure to record critical information or to adequately

control the variables described above, the quality of an unknown percentage of



the paint and other protective coatings at Diablo Canyon is-indeterminate.

(Id ~ p. 2 )

209. The witness saw no evidence of any efforts by PGKE or any of its
contractors to assess the safety significance of the non-existence .of any quality

control for paint. (Id.)

210. Paint inspectors have 'not been instructed that they can write a Non-

conformance Report (NCR) or any similar report. The only method to record

problems is on the newly-instituted Daily Paint Record, or in the log book

maintained by the paint foremen. Neither approach is designed to provide

resolutions for quality-control problems. (Id.)

E. Generic Crisis of Harassment and Retaliation

Pullman gA managanent enforced its res rictions on organizational freedom

by retaliating against those who did not know their place. Harassment,

attempted intimidation, and personnel reprisals permeated the entire gA program~
not just those activities concerning special processes. The pattern extended

within other departments as well, such as PGKE construction. The harassment

has been occurring at least since 1978, and has intensified during the last

three months. The methods include such tactics as physical threats by

construction employees, threatened job actions, reprimands, denial of raises,

isolation', and dismissal. It is an understatement to conclude that there has

been a "chilling effect" from the reprisal crisis ut, Diablo Canyon. A quality

assurance Ice Age would be more accurate. Due to the pervasive repression,

an unknown number of deficiencies have not been reported. (See February 2

petition, allega'tions 129-37.)

Events of the last month have confirmed the credibility of these allega-

tions. On February 22,.1984 the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) issued an orde



mh s rto" reinstate gC inspector Steve L'ockert, after finding'that he was illegally
dismissed in reprisal for writing a Discrepant Condition Notice. (See

February 2 petition, allegations 32-3, 131-32.) The Department of Labor

order is enclosed as-Attachment 9. The pace of legal challenges to the

repression also is- intensifying. On February 9, 1984, Mr. Harold Hudson filed
a DOL complaint challenging his January 1984 temporary layoff-as retaliatory.

(February 2 petition, allegations 129-30, 133.) The same day Mr. Hudson's

partner (Attachment 2, ~su .ra) filed a OOL complaint similar'ly challenging his

continuing layoff. The complaints are enclosed as Attachments 10 and 11.

Under 10 CFR 50.7 of Commission regulations, patterns of retaliation can be

decisive for licensing decisions when they reach the intensity of the Diablo

Canyon abuses. Licensing revocation or suspension is a possible remedy. 47 Fed.

Reg. 30452-58 (July 14, 1982). As the Comnission reminded licensees on

February 14 of this year, there can be no question that public health and safety

require that employees be free to raise safety issues to licensee management

and to the NRC. (NRC IE Information Notice No. 84-08 is enclosed as Attachment

12. )

211. In 1982, a gC inspector was told by his own leadman that he would no

longer be allowed to occasionally act as a temporary leadman, because he was not

sufficiently "production oriented." (Attachment 2, p. 7 .) Such criterion is

improper, since a QC inspector's mission is to be quality-oriented, Indeed,

10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Criterion I guarantees gA personnel will have freedom

from cost and scheduling pressures 'that could compr omise quality. At Diablo

'anyon, the priori ties were reversed.

212. In 1983, Mr. Karner tore up a OCN that a gC inspector had written to

protest harassment by Superintendant Rich Babineau . Mr. Karner also threw away

a supporting statement signed by another inspector. Further, a production foreman
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told a pipefitter and welder who witnessed the original harassment that if they

signed a supporting statement they would be fired. (Attachment 5, p. 10, and

NRC Interview Transcript, p. 47.)

F. Lack of Corporate Character, and Competence

The most immediate cause for the gA breakdown appears to be subordination of

quality to cost and scheduling pressures. Management has not had the necessary . +.,
commitment to quality. (See February 2 petition, allegations 138-41.) . The

underlying cause for this.attitude appears tobe lack of corporate character and

competence. This management breakdown has been accomplished in part by dis-

torting the record for NRC review of construction quality assurance, through

false and/or misleading statements, and destruction of documents. Under

Commission precedents, deficient corporate character and competence represents

an independent basis to deny an operating license. Houston Li htin and Power Co.

(South Texas Nuclear Project, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-32, 12 NRC 281 (1980).

The allegations below cast further doubt both on the integrity of manage«

ment and the integrity of the record that exists at Diablo Canyon. As with

the retaliation issues, they must be resolved for the Commission to make an

informed decision on the plant's license.

213. When some gC inspectors were tests to be certified, for weld inspections,

the answers to the tests were lying on the table. In theory, the test was

closed-book. (See Attachment 5, p. 9.)

124. At least since 1976 PGKE has actively attempted to minimize account-

ability by establishing a policy of document destruction, and creation of

sanitized records. .This policy is reflected in a January 27, 1976 memoranda

which advises PGEE employees that they should not attribute comments to specific

people, that they should minimize files, minimize minutes'ofmeetings, and minim
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copy distribution, and that they should cull files regularly. The memo states

that "nothing'hould be put in writing which could later prove to be detrimental

or embarassing to the Company." (See January 27, 1976 PGEE memorandum, enclosed

as Attachment 13.) Since disclosure of regulatory violations is at least

embarassing, the policy itself represents an illegal gag order.

III. DESIGN QUAlITY ASSURANCE

The design QA breakdown is particularly significant, because the subject has

been reviewed in licensing hearings. To a great extent, the hearings did not

include the allegations below. This raises questions whether PGt'E has fully
disclosed relevant material to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.

Again, petitioners emphasize that the issues raised below are serious, credible

allegations —no more or less. But these issues must be resolved prior to granting

an operating license. Texas Utilities Generatin Co. ( Comanche Peak Steam

Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), Memorandum and Order LBP-83-

(December 28, 1983). {See February 2 petition', allegations 142-70.)

RRC

GAP began its Diablo Canyon investigation in response to an urgent request

from the Mothers of Peace to speak with Mr. Charles Stokes before he left the

area. Until October 15, 1983, Mr. Stokes was an engineer in the seismic design

review program. Mr. Stokes and other engineers revealed a design quality. assurance

breakdown equally pervasive to its construction counterpart. The effects include

unreliable results from the seismic review, and an unrelaiable Emergency Core Cooling

System (ECCS). There also may have been generic breakdown in document control,

field modifications and the accuracy of design drawings. As with construction

quality, assurance, engineers .who seriously challenged the violations consistently

lost their assigreents or their jobs in reprisal.



A. General Characteristics

215. The most basic characteristic of the design gA breakdown at Diablo

Canyon is that the plant is being designed and built through memoranda, rather

than under controlled procedures. .(Attachment: 3, p. 11.) The normal industry

design and review process did not exist for these ad hoc changes. They largely

occurred beyond the scope of the formal program. ~

216. In at least one case, management instructed a design engineer to approve

pipe support revisions marked on as-built drawings without the benefit of any

analysis. The revisions had been marked"in the field to denote design deviations.

(See, ~e, f182, ~su ra.) Engineers in the design trailers just "eyeballed"

the changes. In at .1'east one case when an engineer refused to approve modifica-

tions without analysis-,.management promised him that it would be forthcoming

but instead recruited another engineer who immediately signed and approved the

drawing. (See anonymous February 13, 1984, affidavit, enclosed as Attachment

14, p. 3.)

B. "guick Fix" Pro rams

In theory the "guick Fix" program, later renamed the Pipe Support Design

Tolerance Clarification (PSDTC), is a field engineering correction action program.

In reality, whistleblowers have convinced petitioners that it is an uncontrolled,

undergrouhd engineering program with the authority to casually overrule the

approved design, and to substitute informal repairs for the legal quality

assurance (gA) reporting and corrective action system. It spans both the design

and construction quality assurance breakdowns at Diablo Canyon.

217. Management kept the personnel who participated in the guick Fix program

largely ignorant of the ground rules. guick Fix -- later renamed the Pipe Support

Design Tolerance Clarification (PSOTC) program -- in theory was a field enginer



corrective action program. 'hose merely affected Sy Quick Fix were even 'more in

the dark. It was a program that operated without procedures. Instead, managemer

offered informal, uncontrolled documents to only a few of those who needed them.

To illustrate, on June 16, 1983, management issued an informal memorandum "to

clear up,the confusion" about the nature of the PSDTC program. But the

clarifying memo was only issued to five managers and the file. At least twenty

(20) engineers in the program were skipped, as well as many others such as QC

inspectors who needed to be "clear" about how Quick Fix operated. (Attachnent

7, pp. 2-3 and Exhibit 1.)

218. The June 16th Quick Fix memorandum did not succeed in clearing up all

the confusion, because it missed more of the program than it covered. To illust
it failed to describe the program boundaries, such as the issues covered by and

extent of a PSDTC engineer's authority. (Id., p. 3 and Exhibit 1.)

219. In the June 16, 1983, memorandum, management directed that PSDTC's "ar

to be treated in the same manner as the original 'approved for
construction'rawing,"

which confers the same formal authority and status of the approved

design on an uncontrolled, on-the-spot engineering program. (Id., p. 3 and

Exhibit 1.)

220. Although Quick Fixes were subject to later review, management represen-

tives told Mr. Stokes that the findings were accepted at a 98" rate. The nature

of the reviews should be checked, since engineers in the design trailers were nc

aware of reviewing the Quick Fix work. (Id., p. 3.)

221. The'uncontrolled Quick Fix authority was abused, as engineers complet<

redid 'the design of hangers, deleted hangers, and took similar actions without

the benefit of any calculations. (Id., pp. 3-4.)

222. The Quick Fix program improperly substitu'ted for the formal design am



construction QA reporting system throughout the program for hangers. At every step,

from issuance of the drawing through final QA review, "PSDTC" could replace the

normal reporting system. As Nr. Stokes, reported, "This could mask the deficienci

from NRC review, either through routine disclosures or audit, unless the NRC
r

'udits the Quick Fix sheets themselves." (Id., p. 4 and Exhibit 1.)

223. The Quick Fix program substituted informal repairs. for controlled

corrective action through the formal nonconformance system. Significant

deficiencies were recorded on the Quick Fix sheets, instead of being processed

properly through the nonconformance reporting system. Mr. Stokes "reviewed

Quick Fix sheets that showed fixes to problems such as studs welded to plates

on a hanger that fell off after the 0-bolt was removed, concrete
'shell'nchors

.hat were cut off, and similar defects." These serious hardware

deficiencies should be reported in the nonconformance system, for trending and

disclosures to the NRC. {Id., p. 4.)

224. Management officials arbitrarily limited the scope of the Quick Fix

program when preinspection "engineers tried to use it as a solution to quality

M i «i i i ii«
of the drawing being interpreted accurately, according to design, the Quick Fix

program was'unavailable. One current engineer put this rationalization in

perspective: "Usually it would have been possible to do the job right in spite

of confusing or misleading weld symbols, but frequently, and understandably, the

work was not done properly. That is a sorry statement about management's standard

for corrective action. I fear that it may apply to the whole facility." (Attach-

ment 3, p; 8.$

C. Impact of Design QA Breakdown on Meldin

In the February 2 petition, Nr. Stokes described the effects of inaccurate

design drawings for welding —undersized welds compared to design. assumptions.



Due to his dissatisfaction with the staff analpsis, however, he cons'iderably

expanded the allegations to cover a wide spectrum of welding design errors.

Simultaneously, other witnesses have disclosed a generic deficiency that

compromises all design assumptions about welding: there is no con+on "language"

for the weld symbols on design drawings. The symbols inform welders and inspectors

of the design requirements to which the work must conform. To exacerbate the

problem, whistleblowers have rejected PGKE's de'fense to the NRC staff on these

problems. In one case, the response was so flawed that a whistleblower branded

it an "obvious . . . false statement that is digging PG&E fur ther into the hole ."

The specific charges are listed below.

225. Because of deficient design drawings for welding, the various depart-

ments made drastically inconsistent assumptions about weld penetration. Hr.
~~

Stokes explained, "The San Francisco office assumes one set of criteria, site

design engineering another, and gC a third." (Attachnent 7, at 6.) Similarly,

the skewed fillet weld table on-site and the San Francisco office did not use

the same effective leg length. (Id., p. 8.) As a result, the weld is smaller

than assumed in design calculations and as specified by drawings.

226. Assumptions used by the San Francisco office to design bevel and flare

bevel welds for tube steel were inaccurate and compromise claims that the design

is conservative. The San Francisco office assumed that the tube steel had radii

twice the size observed by engineers in the field. A conservative analysis should

not be based on assumptions more favorable than exist empirically. (Transcript

of January 25, 1984, meeting between Charles Stokes and NRC staff, p. 6.)

(January 25 transcript.) — Drawings illustrating the difference between reality

and assumptions are enclosed in Attachment 7, Exhibit 2.

— The transcript is incorporated by reference since the NRC staff already has
distributed it to the parties in the ongoing licensing proceedings.
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227. Meld procedures and techniques failed to compensate. for inaccurate
'esigndrawings, as asserted by PGLE in response to the HRC staff.'t is

possible to partially neutralize the impact of inaccurate assumptions on weld

penetration of bevel and flare bevel welds by using 3/32" or smaller. weld rod.

Weld procedures and techniques, however, did not require the use of a rod that.

size. A gC inspector told Hr. Stokes that "welders often used 1/8" rods instead,

and th'at the procedures allowed even more variation." (Attachment 7, pp. 6-7.)

\

228. Similarly, the main relevant Pullman procedure for bevel and flare

bevel welds, ESD-223, did 'not require their joints for these welds to be flush,

which means that the effective throat of the weld -- which,is used to measure

the weld depth —is not accounted for by procedure. (Id., at p. 7.) Again,

the welds may be smaller than assumed by the designer.

229. Contrary to staff conclusions in SSER 21, Mr. Stokes and other wit-

nesses have observed bevel and flare bevel weld~ that were not flush, which

means that design drawings overestimate the effective throat for these welds.

(See, ~e ., Attachment 7, p. 7; and Attachment 3, p. 8.)

230. The angles specified in Pullman weld procedures and techniques did

not match the relevant code requirements in design commitments. Mr. Stokes

'xplained that

for skewed fillet welds, ESD-223 permits an angle down to
15 degr ees, which is not permissable under any code. For
groove welds, until June 23, 1983, the procedures required a

37/ degree angle, which is permissable under the American
Welding Society {AWS) code for piping. But it does not
satisfy the requirements for pr equalified structural steel

. or tube steel covered under our design comaitments to
specific American'nstitute of Steel Construction (AISC) or
AWS code provisions identified to us by management. The
15 degree angle is so far off that the AWS code does not
even list a way to compensate for such an error.

(Attachment 7; pp.'-8. See also, Attachnent 3, p. 7.)'
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231. gC inspectors did not receive calibrated tools to measure the visible

radii of bevel and flare bevel welds on an as-built basis. This hindered their

ability to compensate for inaccuracies in the design drawings. (Attactment 7,

pp. 8-9.)

232. The current gC corrective action program for weld design deficiencies

does not compensate for past mistakes. Pullman'gC inspectors have told the

NRC staff that in the absence of formal directions, they compensated by

conservatively assuming a 45-60 degree angle if the information was not included
'n

the drawings or relevant procedures to guide their inspections. Unfortunately.

this practice did'not begin until issuance of a June 23, 1983, Pullman memorandum.

(Id., p. 9.) Nr. Stokes described the impact: "In other words, the facts as

described by the NRC only are accurate for new work by Pullman during the past

seven months." {Id.)

233. Corrective action has been inadequate to date for inaccurate design

drawings on bevel and flare bevel wel'ds. The design groups could recalculate,

assuming that all tubing has a radius of 1.5T instead of 1.3T, or that each joint

is a butt weld with a 1/8" effective throat instead of 1/4" as assumed by San

Francisco. As of fir. Stokes'ctober 15, 1983 departure, neither action had

occurred.'Id., pp. 9-10.)

234. gC inspectors could not read the welding angle and effective throat

symbols and instructions on the design drawings, because inspectors were not

consistently qualified to the AMS code, and were not issued the A'vtS symbols code.

{Attachment 7, p. 8.)

235. Until February, 1984, there was no welding symbol standard for welders

at Diablo Canyon to translat what the engineers meant in the drawings. Neither

the design engineers, construction rior the contractor used a uniform system of



weld symbols. For example, NS symbo1s are supposed to be used in the design,

while the Anerican Society of Hechanical Engineers (ASIDE) code is used for

welder qualifications. Unfortunately, the ASME code does not have any weld

symbols.'Attachment 3, p. 2.)

236. In some cases, there were not any symbols for welding required by the

drawings. As a result, in .an unknown number of instances, there was no design

guidance for welding in the field. (Id. p. 2.)

237. Field engineering personnel are consistently untrained and are not

consistently knowledgeable about weld symbols. This pJ oblem extends to the

supervisory level. Overall, one pre-inspection engineer concluded, "From

personal observation and discussions, I would estimate that 75-80% could not

pass a surprise test on weld symbols." (Attaclment 3, pp. 2-3.)

238. Inconsistent interpretation of weld symbols in part was due to

reliance on an oral tradition, instead o, documented instructions. It was

difficult to even get a written answer for a question. Numerous written

inquiries during the spring of 1983 from field engineering personnel mostly led

to verbal responses. (Id., p. 3.)

239. The routine on-site was to falsely assume that safety-related welding

was done properly, even when the weld symbols did not provide the right

instructions. As a field.engineer explained, "That is a fairy tale assumption;

if you don't have a program to do the work right, you can expect a significant

portion to be defective. To illustrate, from personal inspection, I saw generic

problems at code. breaks with type 12 small bore anchor and pipe attachnent

fillet welds." (Id., p'. 3.)

240. There was a generic misuse at Diablo Canyon of the term "typical."

To illustrate, if the same meaning For "typical" in the example above wer



to all other interpretations of the term on-site,,everything at the plant would

be welded all the way around. {Id.)

241. The weld symbol breakdown resulted in oversized welds that can also

compromise safety. Contrary to PGEE's position, the harm from overwelding is

not,merely economic due to waste. It can have an effect analogous to hitting

. metal with a=hammer, and lead to metal distortions due to unexpected residual

stress. Specific effects can include excessive shrinking, espeically in stain-

less steel; cracks; warps; early fatigue; and premature aging of pipes and plates

'hat could lead to their early failure. Some baseplates on-site are so warped

from overwelding that they no longer can be fitted properly without grout.

(Id., p. 4.)

242. Another effect"of the weld symbol breakdown has been drawings that

make impossible claims about the welds, which means that the as-built condition

is indeterminate. Examples include weld symbols indi'cating 1" long fillet welds

performed by the Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SHAW) process, and bevel welds that

supposedly have 1/16" effective throats. A current field engineer assessed the

impact of the inaccuracies: "Perhaps there is no safety significance, but I can

say with confidence that conclusion is premature until we look." (Id., pp. 4-5.)

243. PG5E management's response during 1983 to various initiatives taken

by field engineers to correct weld symbol deficiencies included demotion; transfers;

orders to stop working on the problem; and advice that nothing would change,

because "we'e always done it that way." (Id., p. 5.)

244..In 1983, management failed to process in writing Minor Variation Reports

(MVR) on welding. Reports did not receive MYR numbers and, in general, the

official problem-resolving system did not operate. At most, management answered

formal quality reports with "heart-to-heart talks and memos." {Id'., pp. 5-6.)



245. The contents of 1983 PGEE reform conmitments on weld synbols were

inaccurate in fact, and demonstrated a lack of understanding about the problem.

The memoranda supposedly demonstrated a pledge to use AMS weld symbols, b'ut the

authors used symbols and terms that are meaningless in the AMS system. This

indicates that the problems may be getting reinforced, rather than corrected.

{Id.)

246. Even if appropriate, PGEE's reform commitments have only existed on

paper. They have not been. applied to the field through an on-site training

program for the engineers. {Id., p. 6.)

247. The design.gA breakdown for welding may include preheating. During

1983, PGSE still had not issued instructions that defined when preheating was

required. Preheat treatment reduces the metal shock from welding, and therefore

strengthens the bonding. Failure to preheat when necessary can lead to metal

brittleness and underbead cracking on the weld. {Id., pp. 6-7.)

248. The quick fix program was used to thwart gC inspectors who raised

problems with weld symbols, when gC inspectors refused to sign for welds because

,they could not read the symbols . In some cases, the quick fix "solution" was to .

remove the symbols from the drawings without any calculations.

p. 8 )

(Attachment 2,

249..In 1983, PGIEE management responded to HVR's on weld symbols through

repairs, without recognizing the quality report as the catalyst for the modifica=

tions. This means that, at best, individual examples of a generic deficiency

were corrected, whil'e management refused to recognize the report on the basic

problem. (Attacteent 3, pp. 8-9.)

250. PGKE management's.rationalization to the NRC staff, that defective welds-

are unnecessary, has untenable generic implications. To illustrate, managem



response to an identified case of a bevel weld"with a 1/16" effective throat

was that the weld is unnecessary. But contrary to management assertions, a

witness still at the plant reports that the condition of the weld represents a

generic problem. It is hard to accept that all such undersized bevel welds are

unnecessary. The assumption should be independently verified. If it is correct,

there has been a hug'e waste of consumer money on unnecessary welding and welding

preparation at Diablo Canyon. In some cases, the welding and prep represented

60% of the labor cost for the hangers. (Id., p. 9.)

251. The NRC should independently verify the calculations behind management

answers that the plant can do without suspect work, even for isolated welds. In

one case, the weld management would sacrifice is holding up an entire pipe. In

another instance, an engineer reports that sacrificing the weld could cause the

hanger to buckle under certain stresses, although PGKE claims it is unnecessary.

As a result, individual calculations should be verified, as well as the generic

consequences. (Id., p. 9.)

252. A current engineer at Diablo Canyon characterized PGEE's February. 7,

1984, response (DCL-84-040) to a January 19, 1984, NRC audit exit interview on

weld symbols as an "obvious . . . false statement that is digging PGEE further

into the hole . . . . For example, on page one PG&E asserted, 'To date, no

situation has been identified in which misinterpretation of weld symbols-has

resulted in the installation of unacceptable welds. Consequently, there is no

safety significance to this issue.'ased on personal observation, I believe

that statement is wrong." (Id., p. 10.)

253. In its. February 7 response to the NRC staff, PGKE may have submitted

knowingly false statements on weld symbols. To illustrate, an October 10, 1983,

construction memorandum (to be "implemented immediately" for Unit II) conceded:



THE DO'S AND DONT'S LISTING IS PROVIDED AS A GUIDE FOR
PIPE SUPPORT MELDING DESIGN. THE USE OF DONT'S IN THE
PAST HAS CAUSED CONFUSION AND INCREASE IN WELDING COST.
QUALITY OF THE WELDED CONNECTIONS ALSO MAY BE AFFECTED
ADVERSELY. IT IS STRONGLY RECCfRHENDED THAT THE DO'S BE
USED IN ALL PIPE SUPPORT DESIGN FRQI NOW ON.

(Capitals in original.) (Id., Exhibit 1.)

254. On February 21, field engineers received a PGKE management memorandum,

effective. February 15, that preinspectors could change weld symbols to assure

compliance with AWS A 2.4. This development vindicated the concerns of

whistleblowers on-site. Unfortunately., for all practical purposes, the

solution again was prospective only,'ecause preinspectors have not yet been

trained to implement the AWS symbols. This means that even if they learned

instantaneously, the welding would only be done accurately for the last three

weeks of construction. , (Id., Exhibit 2 ..)

255. There has not yet been effective corrective action to verify the size

of skewed fillet and groove welds. One technique would be "to drill into the

weld, insert a hooked wire and measure how far it extended, with appropriate

deductions for interior conditions such as slag." Another solution for groove

. welds "would be to recalculate, assuming that the welds were butt welds with an

effective throat of 1/8"." Another approach would be destructive examinations.

In a February 3, interview with Hr. Stokes, an NRC staff representative conceded

tha none of these solutions has been implemented. (Attacteent 7, p. 10.)

D. Seismic Desi n Review

'hisjoint Bechtel/PGKE program is supposed to represent the "final word"

on the adequacy of the Diablo Canyon design to withstand an earthquake, but there

is insufficient basis to trust the results. The program was compromised by inade
C

quate procedures and the lack of document control. As a result, Diablo Canyon's

design was judged by a variety of inconsistent standards. Some were imported



from other plants. Although approximately half of the engineers weve failing pipe
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supports at over a 50~ rate until February 1982, their calculations were actually

destroyed, and then done over by other'. engineers until the equipment "passed" due

to inaccurate assumptions. Further, Mr. Stokes discovered generic defects in the

weld penetration, structural steel supports, and bolts. But again, the analysis

was simply dismissed out-of-hand. A little over a week after he filed reports

on these three flaws, Mr. Stokes was laid off. Dn January 9, 1984, the Department

of Labor ruled that the layoff was an illegal reprisal and ordered him reinstated.

Bechtel and PGKE have appealed. (See February 2 petition, allegations '142-48.)

New allegations are listed below.

*
~

256. Because the "final" calculations in the seismic design review do not

include the assumptions sheets, specific errors cannot be effectively tracked.

Management has told engineers 'the assumptions sheets were the only things that

reviewers would look at. As a result, the missing pages raise significant

i questions about the quality of PGEE and Bechtel 's three-tier review process.

At the December 15 staff briefing, management representatives relied heavily on

the review process as the system of safeguards against errors in the design .

verification program. (Attachment 7, pp. 4-5.)

257. PGKE's December 28, 1983 response to the HRC on small bore piping

ahalysis does not contain enough information to support a conclusion. Mr.

Stokes explained that data is missing or inaccurate for thermal anchor movements

at relevant. points; maximum design and operating temperatures; dimensions for the

necessary length of pipe to v'erify expansion; gaps at the restraint location;

and other examples." (Id ., p. 5.)

258. The conclusions in PG&E's January 27, 1984, response to the NRC on

expansion anchors are based on data that is incomplete, inconsistent, and of

~ ~suspect accuracy. Mr. Stokes never saw drawings and calculations supposedly used

by engineers, although he would have been one of thosewhousedthat inforaation. By



contrast, the response skips more,significant hardware such as small bore and

large bore pipe supports; and significant factors, such as plate'lexibility.
The missing information could rebut the conclusions that are inclu'ded. Nr.

Stokes explains: '"For example, in some instances the factors of safety are

described as approximately 71". However, according to page 9 of- the PGKE reply,

if the load case is Hosgri or Double Design Earthquake (DDE) seismic, the factor

of safety is cut in half. This would cause the anchors to fail by PG&E's own

analysis." (Id., pp. 5-6.)

259. The reliability of the seismic design review is hampered by its
reliance on deficient data from apparently unqualified personnel during the 1981

and 1982 walkdown of the plant. Based on language in their early'reports, a field
engineer estimated that "90~ were not qualified. To illustrate, one weld had the

following note: 'Heavy weld all around.'t is impossible to do calculations,

or even draw meaningful conclusions, from that type of description. The

descriptions at most supported a guesstimate for necessary corrective action,

but not a reliable estimate. Unfortunately, that type of analysis established

the scope of the redesign program." (Attachment 3, p. 12.)

26o. Management further compromised the reliability of design verification

results by stripping the drawings of essential information for review calculations,

such as loads and movements. That data was on all the older pre-1983 drawings',

but his been eliminated from newer revisions. This makes it easy to "create"

whatever load or movement is necessary to "pass" a suspect hanger, and for PGEE

to draw questionable conclusions that certain welds are unnecessary. The data

to check those conclusions has been removed from the drawings. Host significantly,

without those movements engineer s cannot draw conclusions in field preinspection

whether certain hangers will work as designed . (Id., p. 12.) Before and after

examples of complete'nd stripped design drawings are enclosed. (Id., Exhibit 3.)

0



~ 261. Engineers'n-site have personal.ly observed a generic problem"with

attachments and baseplates where there is no room for movement, which surely

will occur. Even worse, they could not see any indication that the engineering

calculations for thermal movement took this into account, because. the data no

longer is on the drawings. (Id. p. 13.)

262. The seismic design review failed,to take account of the extra residual

stress from overwelding. An'xa'mple involves containment s'pray pump discharge

schedule 10 stainless steel pipi ng, where there is a problem with overwelding

on thin wall stainless pipe. The excess heat from excess welding causes the

stainless steel to shrink and deform. Unfortunately, there was no available

evidence that the resulting increased stress on the pipe wall and lugs were taken

into account in the, engineering calculations. As a witness explained, "The safety

significance is clear;— If that piping does not work when needed, the containment

spray system may spill water at the bottom of the auxiliary building, instead of

spraying it out at the top of the containment building .where it is needed."

(Id., p. 13.)

263. The seismic design review may have failed to compensate for the effects

of the weld symbol breakdown, which further compromises its reliability by

factoring those errors into the calculations that "verify" the design. To

illustrate, one of the PGE E representatives conceded that bevel welds with less

than a 30-degree dihedral angle should not be calculated or considered for

carrying a load., But due to the time and money spent on weld repairs and

modifications for that work, it appears that the welds are being included in

the calculations. (Id., pp. 13-14.)

264 . Engineers in the seismic design review did not have written procedures

to guide their use of the STRUDL computer program. As Hr. Stokes explained,

"All we had was the form handbook of a STRUDEL (sic) program minus the pertinent



information such as the model load:points.". (January 25.:~transcript. pp. 146-47.)

265. Similar to the experience of Mr. Stokes and others fn the pipe support

group, engineers in the stress trailer were transferred after challenging

suspect changes —such as elimination of eccentricities —fn the models for the

seismic design review calculations.. Reluctant engineers were replaced until

engineers were found who would cooperate with questionable manipulation of

the models. In fact, there were considerably more personnel shifts in the

stress group than the pipe support group. (Id., p. 151.)

266. The initial records for hanger calculations later covered by the

seismic design review are so totally unprofessional and unacceptable that they

are worthless to support a nuclear plant license; due to the inadequate under-

lyin documentation, as well as the lack of signatures and evidence of a checkerying ocu

or other approval for the great majority of calculations. The records are so

deficient that the seismic design review must be expanded from a sample

100% of relevant hardware, on this ground alone. Reliance on a sample

to cover

assumed

the existence of a comprehensive, if questionable, base of professional engineer-

ing calculations. In Mr. Stokes'rofessional judgment, such a. base did not

exist. The plant could only be licensed on a sample verificaticn program, if
there were a base of minimally-acceptable engineering calculations. (Id., pp.

10-13, 45, 113-15.)

267. In 1983 -a management representative from San Francisco, Mr. Dan Curtis,

refused to answer numerous questions and challenges from site engineers who

believed that Document 049243 was 'not a conservative basis for the seismic design

review. Management's inability to defend its program internally suggests that

the licensee may have deliberately misinformed the NRC staff on December 15, 1983

that Document 049243 is conservative under professional engineering standards.
I t{Id., at pp, 1 3-14. )



26B Contrary to management assertions at a December 15, 19S3 meeting with

the NRC staff, another base for the seismic design review —analysis ME-101—
1

does not represent conservative engineering standards "in many cases". By

.contrast, Mr. Stokes described ME-101 as "erroneous, full of errors, defects

and flaws". (Attachment 7, pp. 13-14.)

269. Management did not freely distribute professional codes that supposedly

paralleled computer analyses relied on by engineers in the seismic design review.

In some cases the only reference materials to guide the engineers were the computer

analyses. That is improper, as management effectively conceded in the fall of,

1983 through

not meant to

was finished

analyses. (

instructions that the computer analyses was merely a guide and

replace the professional codes. Unfortunately, the program officially
when management disclosed the non-binding nature of the computer

January 25 transcript, pp, 16-17, 120-21.)

269. The M-9 computer analysis for angles omitted the relevant provision of

the Anerican Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) code for allowable bending

stress, contrary to licensing commitments. Management officials stopped
engineers'rom

using that section of the code, because compliance required angles to be

cut out and replaced with tube steel, or at least reinforced through braces.

, (Id., p p. 15-21 . )

271. Management officials overruled engineers who attempted to calculate

the effects and stresses of torsional loads, created when pipe supports were twisted

to tighten them during installation. This is an obsolete technique in the nuclear

industry, and'ccording to a former engineer in the seismic design review, it is

hardly ever used unless totally qualified by structural calculations. Engineers

were told not to calculate for tors ion and overruled when they did. The stated

reason was that "the hanger would fail." (Attachment 14, pp. 1-2; and.

January 25 transcript, pp. 103-04, 123.)



272. Management imposed inconsistent standards for modifications in the

seismic design review: as the number of modifications approached the limits bey

which the sample would be expanded, management refused to fix obvious, more severe

deficiencies than previously had been corrected.'nstead, engineers conducting

the first round of calculations were told to assume fantasies, such as restraints
that did not exist. (January 25 transcript, pp. 23-4.)

273. Bechtel issued out-of-date computer STRVDL manuals to engineers in the

seismic design review. Inexplicably, the office at Diablo Canyon was not on the

route. slip for updated materials on the computer, and even after that deficiency
was corrected the materials consistently were out-of-date. The manual provides

backup information to'engineers who want . to check or go beyond the program.

(January 25,transcript, pp. 27, 29.)

274. Engineers in the stress group relied on outdated seismic data that wa.

necessary for their calculations. It took up to six months to receive updates,

by which time the newly-arriving material was out-of-date . ( Id. p. 29.)

275. Bechtel's computer program did not have an adequate "memory" for

engineers to conduct full analyses of complex hangers. As a result, engineers

had to ignore relevant factors such as the worst case scenarios for force on the

support frame. (Id., pp. 27, 29, 38-39.)

276. There was no consistent procedure or criterion to guide engineers who

checked calculations in the seismic design review: they could check whatever

they wanted through any method. ( Id., pp. 31-32.)

277. After the NRC obtained certain work packages at Mr. Stokes'uggestion.

on December 8, 1983, management directed a purge of relevant files to remove any

evidence of previously destroyed or censored work from engineers who failed

hangers but were later overruled. ( Id., pp. 41, 81-2.)
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278. Mhen assumptions or loads were changed for preliminary calculations on

pipe supports that previously had failed, typically no one redid or checked the

entire calculation. This step was necessary to determine that the new combination

of variables in its entirety. would support a conclusion to pass the pipe support.

In Mre Stokes'. judgment, this allowed hangers to pass which should have failed.

(Idee pp. 50-51.)

279. Mr. Leo Nangoba, the Bechtel official who supervised engineers in the

pipe support group, approved the seismic review calculations en masse over severs'l

days without studying and properly reviewing the work. Mr. Mangoba did not even

get to the calculations until a few days before the end of the program. Supposedly
v

Mr. Mangoba's approval was one of the checks and balances on the quality of the
~ M

calculations, but it was pro forma. (ld., p. 52.) Abuse of the process was

crude and welI-known on-site. Field engineers joked that responsible checkers
IB

"autographed the drawings instead of seriously reviewing and approving them.

This happened because the tight time schedule make it impossible for them to study

everything they were approving." (Attachment 3, p. 14.)

280. Management did not have necessary documents from vendors and manu-

facturers to. guide calculations required of vendor purchases for structural steel

supports, such as valves. The omission helps to explain why engineers based their

analysis on "past experience" from previous jobs at other plants.

transcript, pp. 54-5.)

(January 25

, 281. Management at Diablo Canyon did not send drawing details and support

conditions to valve manufacturers and other vendors- for approval. The vendor's

review apd approval is necessary to assure that the component is being used as

intended. This omission was unique in Mr. Stokes'xperience in the nuclear

industry. It represents more necessary information that @as missing from the

seismic design review program., (Idee p. 55.)
h



Management's production schedule for the seismic design review made

it impossible for engineers to think clearly, let alone produce consistently

high-quality calculations. For extended periods, they were instructed'o complete

1.5 hangers per day on a schedule of seven days . and 84-120 hours per week.

( Id., pp. 62-3; 89-91.)

283. In some instances engineers approved hangers solely on the basis of

conclusions in file 049243 for similar pipe supports, without any independent

evaluation. This was known. as the "cookbook" approach. (Id., pp. 75-6, 91.)

~ 284. Engineers on-site had to wa'it up to a week to obtain information on

the telephone from San Francisco that normally would be on the drawings and was

necessary to draw engineering conclusions. (Id., pp. 110-11; Attachment 3, ;p. 13.)

Combined with scheduling requir™ents, this system crea .ed pressure on enqineers

to approve pipe supports without the benefit of data on which they normally woul

'ely.

285. There was no system or procedure to verify the accuracy of design

information received on the telephone from the San Francisco offices. In the

absence of any such procedures, the data was unfalsifiable despite
engineers'oubts

about its accuracy in some cases. (January 25 transcript, pp. 111-12;

Attachment 3, p. 13.) The unfalsifiable responses, combined with the long delays

in transmitting the information, gave management an opportunity to tamper with

the answers to sensitive inquiries.

286. At the time of Mr. Stokes'eparture, plant operators did not have

access to.a, centralized document center with all information necessary to respond

to conditions in the plant. This could compromise operators'bility to make

all decisions from the control room in an emergency. (January transcript, pp. -16
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287- Mr. Stokes reported errors in the M-9 computer analysis, which incorrectly

instructed engineers to consider small-bore baseplates and non-computer analysed

piping lines as rigid. In fact, the baseplates and lines are flexible. The

assumption was inconsistent with other instructions to calculate displacement for

the bolts on the baseplate. ( Id., pp. 138-41.).

288. Contrary to management assertions at the December 15, 1983 meeting with

NRC staff, the calculations which overruled those rejecting pipe supports were

not more refined and sophisticated. In fact, the opposite was true -- less

sophisticated analysis was used. The models for subsequent calculations

eliminated the unique eccentricities relevant for particular pipe supports.

( january 25 transcript, pp. 85-6, 152-53. )

289. Early in the seismic design review, management instructed engineers to

check a blank on the form —that the calculation results would not affect the

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), despite the engineers'rotests that they

,did not know what was in the FSAR. Eventually, blank forms were just xeroxed

with the "X" filled-in, and distributed to the engineers for their calculations.

The only way the engineer could insure accuracy was by whiting-out what was

already there. (Id., pp. 96-7.)

290. Engineering calculations that called for field modifications were

altered after complaints from construction, without the knowledge or approval

of the originator. Tampering with calculations in this manner was highly

improper'. (Id., p, 98A. ) The significance is that in an unknown number

of cases, corrective action required on the basis of documented, engineering

analysis was informally circumvented. The basis for revising the modifications

~ is unknown. ( Id.)
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291. Multiple engineers independently produced preliminary calculations on

the same'angers. Besides being wasteful, this practice gave management the
IP

option .to throw out the calculations that failed hangers, and keep those that

passed. (Id., pp. 99-100.)

On balance, the NRC staff already has confirmed the imnediate effect of this

misconduct: extensive errors in the accuracy of both preliminary and final

conclusions from the seismic design review. (See NRC staff's "Diablo Canyon I

Proposed Violation Item Assessment," enclosed as Attachment 15, p. 3.) As NRC

inspector Isa Yin stated at a December 15 public meeting with PGKE and Bechtel:

"It is the fact that you do not -have the verification program." (December 15, 1983

transcript, p. 76.) The bottom line is that we may not know any better now that

in 1981 whether Diablo Canyon can withstand an earthquake.

The legal significance is that under these circumstances the Commission can

not authorize low-power operations without formally rescinding its 1981'order on

Diablo Canyon. In the Matter of Pacific Gas and Electric Com an (Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1), No. 50-2750L, Order Suspending License, CLI-81-30

(November 19, 1981. ) That order prohibits a low-power operating license until

"performance of a suitable number of sample calculations related to each contract

to verify the adequcy ard accuracy of the design process for affected safety-related

structures, systems and components.'" (Id., Attachment 1, lla.) As Mr. Yin

concluded with respect to snubbers that help support pipes: "Now seven out of 11

snubbers you know are not going to work.

that you have to examine all of them? Is

15 transcript, p. 175.)

How many more -- do we have to tell you

there any possibility at all?" (December

The significance for the citizens of

pigs.to learn the threat to public safety

sion honors its 1981 order.

California is that they will be guinea

from PGLE's "errors", unless the Comni



E. Causes for the Desi n t}A Breakdown

\

292. As of October 1983, management's policy was that engineers in the seismic

design review were not supposed to answer questions raised by HRC or guality

Control (gC) personnel, without prior management approval. The policy was

communicated verbally to employees, who did not see it in writing. Based on

personal experience, Mr. Stokes explained that this "type of policy led to

paranoia among the employees. We all knew how much the NRC would find if it
started looking." (Attachment 7, pp. 1-2'.)

293. Management intimidation of aliens on "green cards" helped to enforce

questionable design practices, because dismissal could lead to deportation due

to the inability to maintain employment. Many Indians brought over from the

Catawb'a nuclear plant in South Carolina expressed this sentiment, to the extent

that competent personnel "just signed off anything, whether it was right or wrong."

(Id., p. 2.)

294. Management schedule pressure deprives preinspection engineers of adequate

time to find and correct problems on the hangers. While the minimum time needed to

properly inspect and document a hanger is 9-12 hours, they only had 4.5 hours

per hanger. Complex hangers with significant deficiencies could take 30-35 hours.

These time limits were enforced by verbal threats from the lead to let go any.

engineers who could not maintain that pace. (Attachment 3, p. 17.)

295. Until February 15, 1984, PGLE:preinspection field engineers did not have

the organizational freedom to look at any work already accepted, regardless of

deficiencies.'o illustrate, they were instructed not to look at any existing

welds already accepted by pullman. One current engineer explained what they had

to ignore: "The paperwork was so sloppy, however, that I could not tell when a
~~

~

weld had been accepted, or under what revision of the installation procedure, or

under what acceptance criteria." (Id., p. 6.)
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I'96.Bechtel management disp'layed an arrogant disregard for. professional

codes, to the extent of announcing that it would get the codes changed rather tha

comply with them., For example, Bechtel's Materials Department chief offered that

response at a training session in June or July 1983, when engineers protested

that they were being trained to violate AWS skewed T joint requirements for

such factors as the amount of weld material and weld callout.' Id., p. 17.)

297. A new Bechtel management practice fundamentally compromises the

licensee's record on quality assurance. Counsel has received two reports since

February 1984 that Bechtel personnel who resign are told by the Personnel

Department to sign a printed form endorsing the following conclusions: To the

best of the employee's knowledge, there were —1) no code violations; 2) no

design deficiencies; and 3) no quality assurance/quality control inadequacies.

As one whistleblower explained, "Because almost anyone with eyes who has worked

at Diablo Canyon knows this statement is false, it puts employees in an impossi

situation. If questioned later by the NRC about these topics, employees must

choose between making false statements to the goverrment, or repudiating a signed

statement they gave to Bechtel. The former choice would be a

the latter could lead to industry blacklisting." (See, ~e.

When necessary, construction management officials intervened

the employee(s) to sign the form. (Id.)

criminal violation;

id., pp. 17-18.)

to help persuade

F. Effect of Inaccurate Drawin s on Operators

At a February 10, 1984'ommission briefing, PGEE management officials assured

.the NRC that plant operators know Diablo Canyon inside out. According to

whistleblowers, that can only be true if operators can retain all necessary

information by memory. N cessary paperwork is inaccurate or missi ng. (See, e.g .,

February 2 petition, allegation 152.) Additional illustra ions are listed in
'he

allegations belo'w.



298. Inaccurate drawings mean that opera'tors'may rely on information which

conflicts with the approved design. The Nuclear Plant Operators (NPQ) department
~ ~

~

~

~

~

~

~ ~ ~uses drawings known as Operational Valve Identification Diagrams (OVID) to run and

assess the condition of the plant. A whistleblower reports, however, that these

drawings do not match the approved design drawings, known as Piping and Instraaenta-

tion Diagrams (P'and ID). For example, "the flow sequence was so far off that the

two versions of drawings had valves 'on different sides of the check valves. This

discrepancy could lead to false readings for the operators about the flow of

liquid in the system." (Id., p. 14.).

299. In some cases, the OVIDs that will be relied on by operators are

incomplete. The missing information includes such significant data as valve

numbers, which are used .to obtain line clearance angles required for plant

equi prient status. (Id., p. 15.)

300. PGEE management's verbal 1983 policy was that field engineers should

ignore all problems with OYIDs. (Id., p. 15.) As a result, management made

an intentional decision for plant operators to rely on incomplete and/or

inaccurate information.

In some cases the design deficiencies go beyond lack of control or poor gA;

the design is simply in error. Mr. Cooper s warnings of vulnerability to the

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps due to spurious closre of RHR sunction valves

have been confirmed empirically. The RHR pumps are part of the Emergency Core

Cooling System. On February 25, 1984, PGKE formally documented two such incidents,

—September 29, 1981'nd October 27, 1983; The corresponding Licensee Event

Report is enclosed as Attachment 16. In other words, an event whose likelihood

the NRC staff calculated at six in ten million has occurred at Diablo Canyon twice

in the last three years. Similarly, two weeks ago there was a spurious failure



of the RHR suction valves at Brown's Ferry. The licensee's preliminary Notifica-

tion is enclosed as Attachnent 17. In short, the ".impossible" is becoming routine

The Emergency Core Cooling System must be secured before Diablo Canyon goes

critical. (See February 2 petition,.pp. 45-9.)

Another example of design flaws, presented below, illustrates how far Diablo

Canyon is from being ready to operate:

301. In some instances the design does not realistically account for the

full effect from temperature variations . Combined with design control problems,

this is asking for trouble. For example, one engineer observed cases where the

drawings allow for 1/4" movement on lines that will heat to 450-500 degrees.

The temperature shifts can result in movements of four to six inches. "The

consensus among field engineers is that we could lose much of the plant if it
goes to low-power testing in its current condition. Hilti-bolts, studs and

hangers may well rip out of the wall." (Attachment 3, p. 16.)
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IY. CONCLUSION

The whistleblowers at Diablo Canyon have provided an invaluable public

service. After years of management coverups, they may succeed in exposing the truth

about the design and construction quality assurance breakdown at the plant.

Petitioners urge the NRC to continue this meaningful dialogue with the Diablo

Canyon labor force, rather than to effectively shut ft off by granting a low-

power operating license. The point of their disclosures is that the plant is

not close to being ready, unless the NRC throws out.the book and drastically

relaxes its legal standards.

Petitioners are particularly concerned. that the Comoission may accept

unsupported management responses without returning to the labor force for a

full review of the evidence, calculations and analyses behind. PGEE rebuttals.

Me are afraid that the rebuttals represent a bluff, rather than a good faith

response. This is especially true, because PGKE continues to deny 'that there are

~an significant problems at the plant. In the past, eyewitnesses have been able

to refute the accuracy of such management assurances . Now, however, PGEE's

position is being drafted behind closed doors, and the resulting self-exonera-

'ions are presented as conclusions without the necessary support to verify their

accuracy. The witnesses who raised these issues must have a realistic opportunity

to follow through u'nti 1 the allegations are resolved.

.mes and
Jl
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In'hort, petitioners urge the Commission not to reinforce the "stonewall

syndrome" at. Diablo Canyon. The newly-establ'ished dialogue with the labor force

must continue until all the charges are thoroughly investigated,'nd the

problems are'fixed. Only then will.the Comnission be sufficiently informed to

make further licensing decisions without gambling'on public health and safety.

Respectfully suhnitted,
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. Legal Director

JOHN CLENETT
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